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The Adviser Australian Broking Awards recognises leading individuals, brokerages, and aggregation
groups across Australia. These awards are the benchmark for excellence around Australia and recognises
those who are positively influencing the broking industry.

The finalist list, which was announced on Thursday, 07th of July, features over 230 high-achieving finalists
across 28 submission-based categories. 

Becoming a finalist is regarded as a great achievement. Being shortlisted recognises excellence from a
national level and builds a great reputation for forward moving finalists in the broking industry.

Editor of the Adviser, Annie Kane, said that “The Australian Broking Awards honour the leading lights of the
mortgage and finance advisers across Australia…This year, the competition is stronger than ever as
brokers continue to delight borrowers and be the preferred channel of choice.”

Reece McGill-Camplin, Broker at Real Estate Investment Finance, said that he was very excited to have
reached this stage of the Australian Broking Awards. “To have been shortlisted is an achievement in itself,
especially considering the volume of nominations the Australian Broking Awards would receive.”
“I look forward to August 19th and congratulate the other finalists,” he added.

 
###

About Real Estate Investment Finance (REIF): 
REIF are the fastest growing property and finance organisation in the country and the number one for all
the services that we provide. We have access to the largest property data base in Australia. We provide a
proficient beginning to end service and are servicing home buyers, investors and clients in need of finance.
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Reece McGill-Camplin shortlisted as
Finance Broker of The Year
Reece McGill-Camplin from Real Estate Investment Finance has
been shortlisted as a finalist for The Australian Broking Awards
2022, for the Broker of The Year category.


